comparison and the measurement of reality,"9 the ideal type allows us to understand why composers regarded twelve-tone imperatives as "laws," how overarching concepts of "twelve-tone music" do or do not relate to individual compositional cases, and also how twelve-tone ideas served as what Weber called a "conceptual construct [Gedankenbild] " that may have only a limited connection with compositional reality.
As an idealistic construct, Philip Gossett notes, Weber's ideal type can be compared with Charles Rosen's formulation of the Classical style as "a fiction, an attempt to create order, a construction that enables us to interpret the change in the musical language" in the eighteenth century.10 When Dahlhaus described postclassical sonata form in ideal-typical terms, he found in music a prime Weberian nexus of cultural significance, compositional heuristic, utopianism, and selectivity with regard to specific and concrete musical details.11 Weber's description of the ideal type as "an internally consistent system ... a utopia which has been arrived at by the analytical accentuation of certain elements of reality" provides a unique and revealing description of the "cultural reality" of sonata form, a sonata ontology constructed with the sole purpose of facilitating discussion. "In its conceptual purity, this mental construct [Gedankenbild] cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality," Weber writes. "It is a utopia. Historical research faces the task of determining in each individual case, the extent to which this ideal-construct approximates to or diverges from reality." 12 Weber thought the ideal type a necessary evil: the historian who rejects ideal types as mere theoretical constructs, "as useless or dispensable for his concrete heuristic purposes," is bound to suffer the inevitable conceptual failure of either "consciously or unconsciously [using] other similar concepts without formulating them verbally and elaborating them logically or ... [remaining] stuck in the realm of the vaguely 'felt.' "13 What Weber did argue against is the historian or idealogue misusing the ideal type by inverting the relationship between ideal type and reality, and going on to deduce reality from the laws themselves originally deduced from that reality: "He now claims empirical validity, in the sense of the deducibility of reality from 'laws,' for the propositions of abstract theory."14 Through just such an a posteriori reification of historical construct, twelve-tone composition started to take on specific ideological encrustations by the 1930s. Such ideology-driven misuses of an ideal type are often predicated on abuses of terminology. In particular, they have been served by the pseudo-positivist terms that often mark histories of twelvetone music: problem, solution, discovery, law, system, and even something called the twelve-tone idea (terms I will return to when I discuss their misapplication to compositional practice and history). The arguments broached by Weber's ideal type are primarily historical ones, and he could be interpreted as wanting to rewrite the historical record, to take history from its bureaucratizing and utopian inscribers and return it to its progenitors and their individual, practical value-systems. Accordingly, I will focus here primarily on the differences of perspective between Schoenberg, as the progenitor of twelve-tone music, and the young Pierre Boulez-the modernist, serial composer, and polemical writer of history. There are basic divergences in their historical views: Schoenberg shared an unexpectedly flexible historicism with his fellow modernist Kandinsky in the 1920s and even suggested the kinds of reservations over Problematik (or a problem-based view of history) that Kuhn spelled out later. He wrote the following affirmation of plurality in 1934: "It is evident that abandoning tonality can be contemplated only if other satisfactory means for coherence and articulation present themselves.... Without a doubt there are means of accomplishing this; certainly it would not be impossible to mention and to explain at least a few."'15 By the 1950s, Boulez held a much more stringently exdusive and deterministic-ideal-typical-viewpoint, as seen in his essays on Schoenberg and Berg written in this period. 16 When Rosen described the Classical style as "a fiction, an attempt to create order," he saw it as a historiographic construct, necessarily based on a selective set of characteristics. Similar descriptions of dodecaphony as an ideal type, as a kind of fiction, involve four ideas that proved important for Boulez and other Darmstadt modernists: twelve-tone composition (1) as a stage in the historical and teleological unification of musical space, (2) as an instrument used to help effect a complete and consistent circulation of the total chromatic, (3) as a music organized around a pervasive and all-determining principle, and (4) as a music incompatible with traditional harmonic functions. Dodecaphony as commonly defined was utopian in that these four ideas were incompatible (if the composer pursued them in a literal way) with writing works of any length or real musical interest. If aesthetic-historical discussions of twelve-tone music tend toward the utopian, definitions of specific compositional applications do the same. Some thirty years ago, David Lewin described classical twelve-tone practice as the functional interrelationship of two abstractly independent structural principles. One is serialism, that is, the use of a fundamental succession of "things" (no matter what) through time, together with various derived successions....
The other is what we might, following Babbitt, call permutational total chromaticism. One means, by "permutational," that the primary structural focus is on configurations of all twelve possible pitch-classes (in time), and on the relations among such configurations; this as opposed to primary structural focus on combinations of some of the twelve pitch-classes.17
The idealistic basis of such a definition becomes clear if one imagines putting it into practice: the would-be dodecaphonist could well ask what seriality, or "the use of fundamental successions of things," might mean in actual composition. The likely answer is: no one thing, but many things. The ideals of nonrepetition and consistent circulation of the total chromatic-ideas that stand at the center of Darmstadt's "attempt to create order" in its predecessors -proved important as historical and teleological instruments, but also deeply problematic as compositional ones. More specifically: aggregate-formation, one compositional priority by which Ethan Haimo distinguishes Schoenberg's fully developed twelve-tone practice from his earlier practice of "composing with tones," entails postponing pitch-class repetition as long as possible within each aggregate; but it can assure no such consistency of repetition from one aggregate to the next if partitioning and row form are to be varied at all.18 On into the 1930s, in fact, Schoenberg and Webern dismissed as fallacy the idea that twelve-tone techniques might aspire to audible purity by distributing pitch classes entirely equally.19 Similarly, the idea that an integral series of interval classes could prove binding on all vertical as well as melodic formulations was a chimera, and this problem along with concomitant difficulties in the idea of conflating vertical and horizontal dimensions are basic ambiguities in applying the idea of seriality to non-monophonic music.20 circumstances-what he wishes to do.")21 "Komposition mit zwolf Tonen" is particularly instructive because it provides a rare glimpse into the earliest contingencies of Schoenberg's "discovery." In midcentury, the philosopher of science Hans Reichenbach looked at scientific developments and made a controversial but useful distinction between a "context of discovery" and a "context of justification," attempting to declare the former a province of psychology and the latter an area for the epistemologist.22 Scholars of twelve-tone music are well versed in the contexts of justification as voiced by Babbitt, Boulez, Webern, and Schoenberg himself; but the aesthetic context of the twelve-tone "discovery" is obscured by the teleological historical constructs of its advocates. It is that little-known inner sanctum, the moment before compositional and historical accounts of twelvetone composition began to converge, that "Komposition mit zwolf Tonen" illuminates. 
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Schoenberg's Discovery
In a 1937 letter to Nicolas Slonimsky, Schoenberg himself took a heuristic view of his early serial endeavors, describing them as an effort to "[base] the structure of my music consciously on a unifying idea.... As an example of such attempts I may mention the piano pieces op. 23. Here I arrived at a technique which I called (for myself) 'composing with tones,' a very vague term, but it meant something to me."23 The vague term apparently signified a proto-serial method of fashioning new motives, themes, and accompaniments from a referential motive-in "Composition with Twelve Tones (2)," he refers to "working with tones of the motive"-but not entirely "systematically" and without necessarily concentrating on the twelve pitches of the chromatic.24 Did this early "composing with tones," and Schoenberg's extension of the practice into the Op. 24 Serenade and the first stages of work on the Klavierstucke Op. 25, represent a tentative, interim phase in the gestation of a revolutionary "twelve-tone idea"-a phase existing even before the practice really had a name? Or did it in fact present twelve-tone or serial composition in a Weberian pristine form, before it was commandeered by various teleologies-before it became an institution? As far as contemporary documentation is concerned, there is not a great deal to go on here: Schoenberg wrote little prose on the subject of twelve-tone composition in the 1920s. Still, what he did write makes it clear that, early on, he did not share in the scientistic utopianism of those who later took up dodecaphonic composition, and it does not describe twelve-tone composition as the answer to a Problemgeschichte.
The anonymous "Komposition mit zwolf T6nen" typescript emerges as the earliest substantial account of Schoenberg's twelve-tone thinking. (I date the document at 1923, for reasons given below, thus placing it in the same year that Schoenberg decided to make his twelve-tone conclusions public.) His published writings barely document his thoughts on twelve-tone composition until the 1941 "Composition with Twelve Tones (1)" essay, which was based on ideas from his Princeton lecture "Vortrag 12TK" in 1934. (Table 1  lists Given the emphasis on historicism rather than future practice in KzT and the other essays from the 1920s, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that Schoenberg did not yet have much of an idea of the celebrated compositional implications of his own "discovery," despite his infamous declaration to Josef Rufer in 1921 that he had "made a discovery which will ensure the supremacy of German music for the next hundred years."27 He had intuited a discovery, in essence, and had taken it upon himself to give it a name while partway through the process of refining it to something that resembles "twelve-tone music" as we now understand it, or as Boulez understood it in the 1940s and early 1950s. In this respect, Schoenberg's use of the word discovery seems tinged with historicist wishful thinking, propitious as the choice was. Kuhn and Imre Lakatos question such conceptions, describing a discovery as a kind of ideological colonization of the past or the future, and a process that is at best gradual.28 Indeed, Kuhn suggested that the very notion of scientific "discovery" tends to be a post facto construction on the basis of subjective hindsight.
A particular Schoenberg sketch, perhaps his most famous, helps connect his early twelve-tone practice with the problematics of scientific models of "discovery" (see Fig. 1 Even as he lists these properties, Haimo admits that Schoenberg was-as of 1 June 1923, the date the composer assigned to this sketch-probably unaware of their "full implications," which would likely include Haimo's third and most significant assertion. The document does bear out Haimo's first and second proposals. But there is no verification here or in the pitch-based parts of the sketch that Schoenberg was yet necessarily thinking in tetrachords rather than aggregates, and that would imply that structural use of invariance (the T-6 operation for the second theme) was a later "discovery." Indeed, this conclusion would also seem to follow from Haimo's own concession that the composer "had not yet systematized a generalized notion of the aggregate as something distinct from the twelve-tone set."30 In retrospect, Schoenberg's sketch documents one step within a series of smaller revelations. It also shows his discovery to be more a historical event than a compositional one: the primary revelation is the systematic elegance of the series derivation itself, yet such processes did not actually come to play a significant role in his twelvetone works. Here Schoenberg's own historicism obviously encroached on his actual compositional work or even merged with it. He seems to have produced the sketch for future musicologists, and annotates the relations with the remark "I believe Goethe would have been very happy with me" ("Ich glaube Goethe miisste ganz zufrieden mit mir sein").
This sketch also suggests that, within the Schoenberg circle in the 1920s, the conception of dodecaphony was notably ill-defined. Such an impression is corroborated by other indications that the Schoenberg circle only vaguely understood and realized twelve-tone constructs in musical as opposed to historical terms, as least in its first years. Alban Berg could offer the most impartial The piece, particularly its first movement, could be a textbook illustration of Lewin's definition: the "fundamental succession of 'things' " aspect of twelve-tone thinking that Lewin mentions must lie behind Berg's theme-and-variations form, with the original subject given over to basic serial operations of inversion, retrograde, and then retrograde inversion. Likewise, "permutational total chromaticism" doubtless lies behind Berg's obvious concern in his sketches to circulate the total chromatic (particularly in the introduction of the first movement, after which his labeling exercise presumably became redundant). Yet the music is hardly twelve-tone in any accepted sense, whether Schoenbergian, Webernian, or even Bergian.32
Several semantic and historical details also lead to the conclusion that twelve-tone music was initially an unclear concept. First, the basic term for this compositional method was not standardized at the outset, a semantic issue that reflects musical practice. Schoenberg and his disciples referred variously to "Formprinzipien," "Komposition mit zwolf T6nen," "Komposition in zwolf Tonen," "Zwolftonkomposition," "12 Ton-Musik," "Reihen-Komposition," and "Komposition mit zwolf nur aufeinander bezogene Tonen." (Hauer apparently used the now-familiar adjectival description "twelve-tone" from the beginning, with some small variations: his 1923 and 1924 titles refer to "Zwolftone-Musik," or "twelve-tones music.") Second-and this is related to the issue of nonstandardized terminologythere is the matter of conceptual definition. When Schoenberg wrote his conciliatory letters to Hauer in December 1923, responding to the latter's suggestion that they cooperate on founding an academy of twelve-tone composition, he was eager (for whatever reason) to counter Hauer's idea that they had "discovered the same thing." And yet Schoenberg was also eager to arrive at a specifically worded proposal that would bridge their differences, and to that end he substituted "logic" for Hauer ' 38. In Kuhn's estimation of the methods of Problemgescbichte, the problems addressed are chosen for their solvability rather than their importance or concreteness: "Though intrinsic value is no criterion for a puzzle, the assured existence of a solution is.... One of the reasons why normal science seems to progress so rapidly is that its practitioners concentrate on problems that only their own lack of ingenuity should keep them from solving" (The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 27). principle: nonrepetition of one tone, nonemphasis of one tone as keynote."39 KzT goes on to claim that twelve-tone music recognizes principles of economy and nonrepetition, and that the modem chromatic style of composition demands these principles:
Regarding nonrepetition, it is chiefly a question of absolute economy. The assertion of tonality demands that all characteristic tones be given. In the case of twelve-tone music, it is required that all twelve tones be used before one is repeated. (That is no eternal law, but only a demand of economy.) The "style" demands further, in another sense, that repetition of tones be avoided: the precursor was chromaticism, from which it resulted....
These new necessities compete with each other: to be both freed from chromaticism and to obey it. (KzT, p. 1)
KzT espouses a perspective that is characteristic of Schoenberg's earliest compositional aesthetic, and which later became problematic: namely, the view that intuition and the ear constitute the composer's first and last resorts.40 The authors of KzT thereby propose that developing post-tonal musical taste (Geschmack) in essence demanded twelve-tone music, which represents the optimal compositional response to that developed taste. According to the listener who has developed this aesthetic, avoiding repetition of tones and emphasis on any one tone are "nothing essential, but explainable only as a reaction against the earlier compositional methods; one avoids recalling earlier chords." The authors declare again, further on, that "avoiding repeated tones and triads is no eternal law, but probably only manifestation of a reaction. We write according to our taste, and this imposed these restrictions on us above all" (KzT, pp. 1, 8). The authors of KzT also emphasize intuition, taste, and the musical ear when speaking about motivic process (die motivische Arbeit), which is seen as the primary structural dynamic of a twelve-tone composition. One way that composers after Schoenberg falsely imputed their own values to their predecessors (forcing a kind of "value relevance," to use Weber's phrase) was by saying that twelve-tone methods were necessitated by denial of tonal reference; or that they functioned not as a kind of substitution for 39. I should also point out, however, that Berg's notes serving as a template for KzT present a more rigorous historical framework for the development of twelve-tone music than does the KzT essay itself. We must expand the means of a technique already discovered; that technique having been, up to now, a destructive object linked, for that very reason, to what it has wanted to destroy, our first determination will be to give it autonomy. And, furthermore to link rhythmic structures to serial structures by common organizations, which will also include the other characteristics of sound: intensity, mode of attack, timbre. Then to enlarge that morphology into a coalescent rhetoric.42
The year before he wrote these lines, Boulez had made the following rather simplistic connection between Schoenberg's wish to "avoid" tonality and his desire to construct new compositional systems:
Schoenberg ... is the very model of a search for language. Arriving during a period of dissolution, he pushed that breaking-up to its extreme result: "suspension" of the tonal language. That expression-which I borrow from Rene Leibowitz-seems to me, in fact, to fit better than "atonal" language, for it points to Schoenberg's first wish, which is to "avoid" tonality, differentiating it from the second, constructive phase of his thinking. Schoenberg's work thus rests on two elevations separated by seven years of silence. Which certainly does not mean that the two elevations are unconnected, as many well-intentioned spirits would have us suppose.43
One can turn to later Schoenbergian polemics to find substantiation for the beliefs that the series was designed to obstruct suggestions of tonality, and that twelve-tone music and tonal music were necessarily mutually exclusive. It was in "Composition with Twelve Tones (1)" that Schoenberg first expressed the idea that "the style of free dissonance" would eradicate "constructive meaning" in harmony. Turning, however, to KzT and less wide-ranging documents of the 1920s, we find no indication that twelve-tone methods were understood to be "a destructive object" or a kind of exclusionary alternative to tonality. Indeed, the authors of KzT take issue with any outright rejection of tonality, finding such a rejection to be compositionally and historically arbitrary. And it is surely significant that the authors of this early essay on twelve-tone composition chose even to include such a defense:
It would perhaps be no misfortune if we wanted to compose "polytonally" rather than "atonally."44 It would be no surprise at all if in this music conform- Repeated tones must also be judged from the polyphonic perspective. Since in general our inclination is to write more than three-part chords, so our entire material would perhaps be used up after every three chords. It is therefore clear that repetitions cannot be avoided. The Musette from Schoenberg's Klavierstiicke Op. 25 provides specific examples of some of the more undoctrinaire points on pitch repetition and tonal reference mentioned in KzT (see Ex. 1). The suite as a whole is persistently oriented to the diminished tetrachord E-G-BM-D6, which is invariant and order-position fixed in the four row forms used. In the Musette, Schoenberg plays momentary and alternating suggestions of E minor and G centricity against this E-diminished orientation. The first two bars, with their predominant melodic motion through thirds and seconds, could be heard as E minor with added neighbor and passing notes (the first beat of measure 3, with its downbeat on an A; that is not easily connected with any particular E-based harmonic "resolution," is harder to reconcile with such an allusion, and it must be said that the invariant B1b works against such impressions). As the piece begins and Schoenberg plays out these references to G-and E-centricities, he illustrates the following specific assertions made in KzT and the Harmonielehre.
(1) "Avoiding repeated tones and triads is no eternal law" (KzT, p. 1), but a matter of the composer retaining a certain economy of language and also coping with new and binding stylistic and structural demands. Similarly, (2) tonal reference is permissible if it proves "homogeneous with the character of [the] thematic material,"46 and (3) "the triad momentarily fills the purpose of indicating sections, of giving better impressions of beginning and closing" (KzT, p. 8). More generally, (4) "fixed successions of tones amalgamated with fixed rhythms must be constructed, ... cultivating a relationship that can only be formed through the use of repetition" (KzT, p. 12). (5) Suggestions of polytonality are in some sense synonymous with "atonality" and at times are compositionally preferable. Likewise, (6) there is less danger of a repeated note being understood as a tonic if a "declared key-note confronts it" (KzT, p. 9). And (7) the only diatonic interval to be concertedly avoided is the octave. Clearly, ideas of a corrupt tonality served later practitioners of the twelvetone ideal type as a point of contention as they usurped the "discovery" of dodecaphony and the supposed goals behind that discovery. By contrast, athematicism served Boulez as a construct by which he claimed to make Schoenberg's ideas more faithful to Schoenberg's intentions than that composer's own work would allow. In the quotation given above, Boulez spoke of "functional ultrathematization, which could only lead to the discovery of the series." Here he wished to draw a firm distinction between (1) the motivically based thematicism giving rise to the concept of "developing variation" and Schoenberg's "twelve-tone idea"; and (2) the kind of twelve-tone writing that would operate independently of, and eliminate any need for, thematic reference: "It behooves me to acknowledge that this ultrathematization remains [subjacent in the] idea of the series, which is only its purified outcome. In Schoenberg's serial works, furthermore, the confusion between theme and series is explicit enough to show his impotence to foresee the sound-world that the series In "Composition with Twelve Tones (1)" (1941), Schoenberg referred to the series as a proscriptive modus operandi: "The restrictions imposed on a composer by the obligation to use only one set in a composition are so severe that they can only be overcome by an imagination which has survived a tremendous number of adventures. Nothing is given by this method; but much is taken away."62 Boulez, on the other hand, conceives the series as a jumping-off point. Defining it as a way of "organising a FINITE ensemble of creative possibilities connected by predominant affinities," he writes: "The possibilities are infinitely vast, and end in series having only a very distant relationship with the primitive series of twelve sounds."63 To this end he lists the "mechanical procedures" of pitch "augmentation" and "filtering"-the first creating an isomorphic reference within a series by multiplying interval classes by a constant, the second transforming a series by restricting its ambitus. Example 3 shows two of Boulez's illustrations. In Example 3a, Boulez freely manipulates Webern's isomorphic techniques, necessitating a final trichord that is unrelated to the generating m2-M3 figure; and in Example 3b, he derives two "filtered reductions" of a series by dividing the original majorseventh ambitus into two disjunct fourths, and then reducing the row in turn to each one of those fourth ambituses. Similarly, Boulez also mentions the possibility of "virtual octaves," created through a process similar to "filtering" in which octaves are adjusted to become minor ninths or major sevenths.
Boulez's series-driven colonization of Schoenberg might conceal the irreconcilable differences between the two composers. He denies the Schoenbergian Grundgestalt and overriding conception of unity as follows:
It is hardly necessary to state that these reductions of the original series are eminently variable and mobile, and that they can occupy determinant roles; they have the effect of breaking down the rigidity which arises from the exclusive use of primary structures. Limited and defective series [incomplete ordered collections, produced as isomorphic or "filtered" reductions of the original row] make the mechanisms of derivation considerably more supple, and at the same time they enlarge the field of variation.64 of one series as a generative structure while Webem developed subgroups or privileged areas, with unity preserved through the basic and inherent relation between the subgroups and the series.)67 Rather, it is up to the composer to ensure unity by choosing the appropriate row forms. The row does not do this; it only enables the composer to make the compositional decisions that will allow him or her to effect unity. Boulez says, for example, that the "filtering" process must have "a structural justification" such as an axis of symmetry or a privileged family of intervals (though it becomes obvious in Example 3b above that this does not necessarily entail circulation of the chromatic). Indeed, his idea of the series as a compositional device is so flexible as to qualify as a heuristic. Yet conjoined with this is a deceptive statement of historical causality and generalization, in which Schoenberg is described as the originator of the series concept that Boulez went on to develop-an assertion that a Weberian would doubtless claim is an abuse of the ideal type.
Misusing the Twelve-Tone Ideal Type
Boulez's philosophy of history, always as aboveboard as it is outspoken, has changed in step with Popper's, Kuhn's, and Feyerabend's widely influential attacks on historicism and scientific rationalism. By the 1960s he was voicing the same caveats that Weber had used to describe historiographical polemics. A nonhistoricist Boulez becomes particularly evident in "Aesthetics and the Fetishists" from 1961, in which he writes:
It is not only our attitude to the past of our own culture that has changed, but also our relationship to non-European cultures, as forming part of a collective whole. There is no longer any place in a demonstrably relative universe for the idea of progress as a kind of one-way movement.68 But Boulez's abuse of the twelve-tone ideal type stays in the collective memory, his philosophical change of heart all but ignored in the history books.69 If his attitude has changed with the times, the twelve-tone ideal type persists in the minds of musicians who would do well to learn from his example. And those latter-day ideologues present the more pernicious-because anachronistic-abuse of historical and compositional generalization. The clearest instance of the misused twelve-tone ideal type is the oft-invoked "twelve-tone idea," called up with the definite article in order to bring together composers of different styles, and in so doing used to raise a theoretical construct to the level of historical reality. Weber warned against such reification and attributed large, persistent concepts to processes of psychology and naming.70 He writes:
Those "ideas" which govern the behavior of the population of a certain epoch, i.e., which are concretely influential in determining their conduct, can, if a somewhat complicated construct is involved, be formulated precisely only in the form of an ideal type, since empirically it exists in the minds of an indefinite and constantly changing mass of individuals and assumes in their minds the most multifarious nuances of form and content, clarity and meaning.71
The strangest aspect of this situation is the very persistence of "the twelvetone idea," even though the teleologies supporting the ideal type and its construction have all but fallen away. Writing in 1967, Eric Salzman, for example, chose to describe "the twelve-tone idea" as follows:
It is not necessary to accept any mystical superiority of twelve-tone music or even any particular notion of historical necessity to recognize that certain ideas have enough innate power and richness to gain, sooner or later, widespread acceptance ... the twelve-tone conception by no means required the manner or even the forms employed by its originators. Total chromaticism and the whole range of associated rhythmic, dynamic, and color material offered a rich source of ideas, and the twelve-tone notion of Schoenberg-or some modification of it-suggested a way of handling this material without necessarily adopting a specific idiom.72
As a formulation of a twelve-tone ideal type, Salzman's reified "twelve-tone conception" is useful, perhaps even inevitable, for the historian. But Salzman takes it too far: several aspects of the way he uses the construct, and of the language he phrases it in, are misleading. As he understands it, the twelve-tone idea is a teleology, not the a posteriori construct or historian's fiction that term "twelve-tone idea" widely and defining it as "the constant and systematic circulation, at some level of structure, of the twelve pitch classes that form the aggregate."77 Elsewhere he rather more explicitly equates the twelve-tone idea with "the compositional practice of constantly and consciously circulating the twelve-pc [pitch-class] aggregate."78 Like Salzman, Covach makes an uneasy equation here between idea and conscious practice. Unlike Salzman, however, he attempts to forestall such Weberian questions through deft emphasis on the consciousness of the practice, indeed by defining a twelve-tone composer as a composer with a particular consciousness where I would-in line with the heuristic idea-define him or her as lacking a specific kind of consciousness. The practice itself was not the idea, Covach might say, since uniform circulation of the total chromatic had been exercised by various composers for decades before Schoenberg's "discovery," but rather the conscious institution of that practice. But here I question the historical worth of an "idea" that describes preexisting practice (and Salzman and Covach invoke the "twelve-tone idea" as just that, a historical fact). Contrary to these scholars' assertions, I would say that the only possible way to formulate a "twelve-tone idea" as a historical phenomenon that affected both Boulez and Frank Martin is to phrase it almost frivolously: the "twelve-tone idea" was simply the idea of writing "twelve-tone music" as each composer chose to understand that term.79
The ideological ideal type is most frequently perpetuated by accepted techniques of twelve-tone analysis-or more specifically, by assumptions that practitioners of normative, institutionalized techniques of analysis make regarding the operative relationships between the rows and row forms in twelve-tone compositions. (The analyst, to use Babbittian terminology, makes assumptions in defining row class.) Dave Headlam has drawn our attention to one central aspect of the twelve-tone "construct," and I propose that analysts, himself included, habitually and wrongfully presuppose this to be a definitive aspect: Myths might be understood as imaginative accounts, cautionary tales, fables, or even philosophic systems-any of which might become the basis for determining what is true in virtue of its narrative ability to explain something in ways that unite a community. Myths become effective, then, for the same reason that they fail to remain myths: Insofar as they provide the basis for organizing experience, they become incorporated into the discursive practices of a community and thus no longer are viewed as source expressions of meaning.... Indeed, myth confounds the impulse to discover a rationale behind the performance because, in myth, the performance is what establishes rationality.85
There are significant correlations, or overlaps, between Weber's heuristic and Daniel's discursive conception of myth: both emphasize the necessary fluiditywithin-permanence of models and point to the dangers of using nonfluid, overarching conceptions to measure significance and meaning. Indeed, both present deviation from any rigidly fixed ontology as the very source of meaning. Concepts thus become imperatives that must be defined individually as well as socially.
If mythology involves telling, it also-like the heuristic-entails naming. The myths of Bacchus or Achilles are powerful and durable because they isolate and put a face to aspects of human nature; in this way, godliness becomes an abstraction of what it is that makes us human. If the twelve-tone music of the 1920s was in part an a posteriori historical construction, an implicitly ideological colonization of past and present, then twelve-tone composition was also a kind of symbol invented, or better yet reinvented, for the cause of atonal procedure. Schoenberg famously objected to the word atonality as an inherently negative construction,86 and the final historical worth of the term twelvetone is that it helped focus aesthetic ideology and compositional practice. 86. "I find above all that the expression, 'atonal music,' is most unfortunate-it is on a par with calling flying 'the art of not falling,' or swimming 'the art of not drowning.' Only in the language of publicity is it thought adequate to emphasize in this way a negative quality of whatever is being advertised" (Schoenberg, "Hauer's Theories," in Style and Idea, 210).
Something intimately couched in compositional terms was, in reality, a historiographical construct, a name; it filled a historical and semantic gap, giving title to a positive cause around which avant-garde thinking could precipitate. Though using more negative terms, Luciano Berio said as much in 1968 when he sided with Adorno and weighed in on twelve-tone techniques thus:
The ideology of the culture industry tends to freeze experience into schemes and manners: any attempt to codify musical reality into a kind of imitation grammar (I refer mainly to the efforts associated with the Twelve-Tone System) is a brand of fetishism which shares with Fascism and racism the tendency to reduce live processes to immobile, labeled objects, the tendency to deal with formalities rather than substance.87
With his Weberian distaste for bureaucratization of meaning, Berio points to the main contention in deciding the fate of twelve-tone composition: deciding just how "immobile" the labeled objects of twelve-tone composition have become. Just how fluid are the systems of naming, and when did the labels start to obscure and dictate the endeavors so named? Certainly, with a reversal of aesthetic contexts across the later twentieth century, the phrase twelve-tone, originally devised as a positive label, has now become a negative term that even "educated" musicians assume to be synonymous with revolution, atonality, hyperseriousness, and rebarbative sounds.88
But in the last analysis we can get only so far by being suspicious of generalization, dropping the definite artide with the term twelve-tone, and abandoning reified technique for a study of the social roles that twelve-tone composition played. We must recognize twelve-tone composition as neither entirely empiricist nor exclusively heuristic; we must realize its in-betweenness. Ernst Cassirer's concept of myth complements Daniel's in that it describes myth as a kind of storytelling against which science and philosophy have defined themselves negatively-as modes of empirical discourse.89 The heuristic is mythic in this way in that it provides a necessary complement to empiricism, and we must also take the problems of discussing twelve-tone music-its mythic nature couched in pseudoscientistic terms-to mean that this music is eternally and fatally poised between empirical and conceptual worlds.
This division can be seen in the divergence between Boulez's empiricisthistoricist polemics from the 1940s and 1950s, and his heuristic approaches to composition. Twelve-tone composers starting about 1930 were myth-makers posing as scientists. Described thus, dodecaphony sounds less than pernicious, the labeling more akin to parables than fascism. And then there is the music. In liberating the music from its own poiesis, we might be able actually to hear it. Or at least to play it more often: these ideal-typical and cultural understandings could well discourage people from dismissing the music because of its supposed ideology. Instead of trying to declare which composers are truly "twelve-tone" in terms of practice, measuring artists by the paradigms we construct around and in spite of them, it is time to come up with a heuristic twelve-tone conception that will work for all composers who aspired to write twelve-tone music. In short, given the decline of a doctrinaire twelve-tone ideology, this is not the time to end productive engagement with Schoenberg's twelve-tone music and that of later composers, but the moment for such involvement to begin.
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